
ec 234 homework 3 
You need to upload all R files. Use 5 decimal digits for each of  your numerical answers.  
This homework will count as 2  due to its length. Due Wednesday,  May 6th, 9:00 
AM.   

CONFIDENCE  
1. Determine the mean, !  and standard deviation, !  randomly by selecting the mean from a 

normal with N(0,2) and  the standard deviation from a chi square. Choose the chi square 
parameters (degrees of  freedom) on your own. Now, find the probability that a random 
selection from a normal population with !   and !  , as selected above, will fall within 
two standart deviations around the mean , ! . 

2. Now sample 100 standard deviations, ! ,  as in 1. Sort them in an increasing order. Using 
the same mean !  you picked randomly   in 1,  for each standard deviation calculate the 
probability !  . Plot the probability in Y axis and the corresponding stan-
dard deviations in X axis. Does the probability change ?  How does it behave as you in-
crease magnitude standard deviations? Explain.  

3. i) Take a normal population with !  and  !  and sample n observations where n is 
a random integer between 10 and 20. For this question keep n fixed from now on. Calcu-
late the probability that   !  given your sample.  Which distribution is appro-
priate for this calculation? Save this probability. ii) Now increase !  by 0.1 to 0.2 and sam-
ple the same number of   observations n with !  and  !  and calculate and record 
again the same probability  ! .  Redo this until ! .  Plot !   on the x axis  
and !  on the y axis. How does this probability change as you increase !  ? 
Explain.  

4. i) Find the symmetric upper and lower bounds of  a  90% confidence Interval (! ) 
of  a standard normal distribution ! . Calculate the difference between them (the 
length of  the confidence interval or in other words the accuracy ). ii) Now redo 4i) for all 
!  s between 0 and 1 in 0.10 increments. iii)  Produce a graph where you put (1-! )% , the 
level of  confidence on the x axis and the corresponding length of  the confidence interval, 
the accuracy, on the y axis. Label x axis level of  Confidence and label y axis Accuracy. 
Is there a trade-off  between Confidence level and Accuracy? iv) Now, redo, i,ii,iii for 
N(0,2) and N(0,3) Put it in the same graph. Is there a difference from N(0,1) Explain. 

5. Find a 90% confidence interval (find the upper and lower bounds) for the sample vari-
ance  in 3 i).   

6. Randomly sample 100 observations from N(2,200) and 100 observations from N(2.2,121) 

and assume you did not know the true populations of   N(2,200)  and N(2.2,121). Using the 
difference your first and second sample means, !   and the standard deviations of  the 
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difference, !  find a 95% confidence interval (upper and lower bounds) for the differ-

ence between the first and the second population means,  ! .  Note that this interval can 
be used to test hypothesis about the differences of  means.  

7.  (Problems with CLT 1 )According to the 2004 American Community Survey, 28% of  
adults over 25 years old in Utah have completed a bachelor’s degree. In a random sample of  
64 adults over 25 years old from Utah,  

i) what is the probability that at least 30% have a bachelor’s degree? Calculate using normal 
approximation to binomial (calculate the mean, !  and the standart deviation !  
of  and standardize and utilize the standard normal table)   

ii)  Now calculate the exact probability using the binomial functions in R.  

iii)  Compare the difference in probability in i) and ii) and try to explain the cause of  the dif-
ference. 
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